PREVENTION AND MONITORING ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF OPEN PIT COAL MINING ACTIVITIES
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Abstract. Many types of changes are distinguished as a result of mining: degradation of land and vegetation, change in the natural topography with results in restrictions in the possibilities of using the land for other purposes, changes in composition and quality of water causing water pollution, changes in air quality and finally changes in the geotechnical conditions of the rock. The impact varies with local conditions of the specific site of mining. The majority of mining methods have disadvantage removing of immense volumes of soil for mining mineral deposits. Because the materials disposed in refuse dumps are physical-chemically heterogeneous and extremely diverse in terms of mineralogical composition (sand, gravel, clay, marl), over time there have been many occurrences of instability phenomena. Moreover, in mining activity are produced numerous noises which may irreparably affect the environment.
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INTRODUCTION
The changes created by mining activity differ from one open pit to another.

The opencast mining has a considerable impact. Depending on the mining method used, mining activities can produce environmental degradation. The coal found in dumps may combust spontaneously and produce smoke and sulphurous fumes. To reduce the risk of ignition, dumps are compacted and covered with layers of soil. Mining dumps are source of solid and liquid waste.

Coal mining activity changes local area by introducing mining dumps, change the course of rivers, produces soil contamination, deterioration of the ecosystems and migrate native residents. Also must be removed large volumes of soil to gain access to the coal resource, that create problems in restoration after closing the mining activity.

Open pit coal mining will produce negative environmental effects such deforestation, land subsidence, water and air pollution, dust, noises, poisonous gases, and mine waste. Contaminated water has a major impact in agriculture.

The main environmental impacts of open pit mining activities is land degradation and erosion.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Before starting the coal extraction there were performed the following workings: decommissioning of existing buildings, clearing the terrain, topsoil removal, preliminary excavations, achieving access routes, building production facilities and necessary annexes, building coal deposits, etc.

There were also conducted hydraulic water works like: diversion of watercourses; execution of dumps guard channels; flood embankment; shielding aquifer formations; arrangements for correcting torrents; water drainage and collection channels.

Simultaneously with the opening trenches execution there were built mounting platforms for technological equipment, slopes to access high capacity machines and for the location of belt conveyors.
Mining methods applied mainly have been those with transportation of the waste rock at dumps. They are used in all conditions and in any terrain configuration or lignite deposit settlement, whose inclination is in the range 5-8°.

Tailings disposed in landfills comes from the work of outcropping and sterile intercalations between the mined out lignite strata.

Observations on such dumps can be quantified as it follows below:

- the presence of uneven subsidence areas, which allows accumulation of rainfall and runoff in the body of dumps and results in the change of state of consistency, with negative effects on the stability;
- the occurrence of the thixotropic or liquefaction phenomenon during the rainfall season, which leads to increased instability of dumped rock by reducing the shear strength;
- the increased humidity due to excess moisture leads to small size superficial slips of landfill slopes steps without affecting the overall stability of the;
- tilt slopes greater than 30° are crossed by ravines created by water flow.

Following the periods of excessive moisture, the presence of clays resulted in rocks swelling, leading ultimately to destabilize some of dumps.

Above realities combined with constructive deviations from the designed geometry of waste dumps favors the appearance of instability phenomena or reactivation of older, previously existing ones.

Humidity content in a dump is a fluctuating parameter influenced by time of sampling, height of dump, stone content, amount of organic carbon, and the texture and thickness of litter layers on the dump surface. During the winter, the humidity content of 5% was found to be sufficient for the plant growth. During high summer, humidity content in dumps was reported to be as low as 2-3% moisture content of all the dumps was 5%.

Following the periods of excessive moisture, the presence of clays resulted in rocks swelling, leading ultimately to destabilize some of dumps.

Being loosened structures consisting of carbonaceous clay, sandy clay, dusty-marly sand and argillaceous sand, heaps are characterized by a great susceptibility to triggering geomorphological processes, of which the most common are runoff and gully, shallow landslides of steps and slopes, aslo their collapse, wind erosion, natural and anthropogenic compaction.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After closure open pit mining activities it is necessary a monitoring management. Monitoring, evaluation and adaptive management is critical in mine rehabilitation (figure 1). Monitoring should also be used to determine the effectiveness of rehabilitation. Monitoring would become more complex over time, and together would demonstrate rehabilitation success.

Monitoring in an open pit should not only concentrate on surface movement, but systems should also be installed to monitor sub-surface movement. The timely collection and interpretation of the data, followed by distribution of the results, forms the complete slope monitoring system.

Measures commonly adopted to increase stability are draining surface water and groundwater, reducing the slope escarpment, covering them with plantations, building retaining walls.
In order to prevent instability of the surface land is used primarily the aquifer formations dewatering, process allowing that the water is drained and evacuated for operation under normal conditions. These works resulted in lowering the groundwater levels in areas with large extension.

Through the surface water drainage it is minimized the process of alteration of rocks properties. In this respect is necessary the surface land leveling and building drains for surface water leakage.

The underground drainage system lowers to groundwater levels, reducing pore water pressure and hydrostatic pressure in rocks’s cracks.

Leveling – which fall under mining units obligations – must create the conditions required to carry out the regeneration of soil fertility and plant cultivation or conditions for building and development purposes.

Creating plantations and afforestation are other measures with positive effect aimed to stabilize landslides, being applying after surface land leveling and provision of surface water drainage.

Another measure for landslide stabilization is to reduce slope gradients in order to achieve stable conditions.

Landscape and soil degradation involve a reduction in ecosystem functions and services. Thus, decisions about sustainable landscape management must consider the restoration of essential ecosystem services.

Restoration of coal mining landscapes has become an important area of focus with the pressure to reduce coal combustion, since coal combustion is a major contributors to the total anthropogenic emissions of 35 Gt CO₂/yr. Restoration of these lands is critical to ecosystem functions and services.
CONCLUSIONS
The effects of the open pit mining activities on the environment may by highlighted only after several years. Large areas of land are temporary disturbed. The environment is affected by mining activities in various forms: poisonous gases generated after massive blasting operations, vibrations and noises generated during coal transport with heavy vehicles, soil erosion, surface water and groundwater pollution. The topography of land is changed after closure mining activity, vegetation and fauna are affected, and include impacts on local biodiversity.
Environmental degradation is generally caused on the mining method and technology chosen in open-pit. The source of waste and considerable pollution is mining dumps. Also, the pollution of surface water and groundwater is caused by mining operations. Workings performed for extracting coal in open pits are large-scale developments and can lead to significant degradation of the surrounding terrain and waste dumps resulting from this activity.

Measures to ensure slope stability dumps can be qualified as "hard" or "soft". A first measure consist in respecting working technology, followed by dewatering, and drainage of surface water and groundwater, land leveling and creating plantations. All these measures requires continuous monitoring, which is a problem often neglected, most often due to limited financial resources or lack of communication between the involved parties.
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